
Cookie Policy

Cookies

This website uses cookies. We use cookies to personalise content and ads, to provide social 
media features and to analyse our traffic. We also share information about your use of our site 
with our social media, advertising and analytics partners who may combine it with other 
information that you’ve provided to them or that they’ve collected from your use of their 
services.



Cookies are small text files that can be used by websites to make a user's experience more 
efficient.



The law states that we can store cookies on your device if they are strictly necessary for the 
operation of this site. For all other types of cookies we need your permission.



This site uses different types of cookies. Some cookies are placed by third party services that 
appear on our pages.



You can at any time change or withdraw your consent from the Cookie Declaration on our 
website.



Learn more about who we are, how you can contact us and how we process personal data in 
our Privacy Policy.



Please state your consent ID and date when you contact us regarding your consent.



Your consent applies to the following domains: gmimarkets.co.uk



Your current state: Allow all. 

Your consent ID: cQrkyQBbe3wz51O48NfCiS/wBLCZSbVCpUeu7c+GLWBO9+b3cZCMlA==

Consent date: Wednesday, August 31, 2022, 05:30:30 PM GMT+3



Change your consent  |  Withdraw your consent



Cookie declaration last updated on 04/08/2022 by Cookiebot:

https://gmimarkets.co.uk/legal/privacy-policy/#
https://gmimarkets.co.uk/legal/privacy-policy/#
https://www.cookiebot.com/


Necessary (5)

Necessary cookies help make a website usable by enabling basic functions like page 
navigation and access to secure areas of the website. The website cannot function properly 
without these cookies.

Name Provider Purpose Expiry Type

__cf_bm Hubspot This cookie is used to distinguish 
between humans and bots. This 
is beneficial for the website, in 
order to make valid reports on the 
use of their website.

1 day HTTP Cookie

CookieConsent Cookiebot Stores the user's cookie consent 
state for the current domain

1 year HTTP Cookie

i 	Yandex Preserves users states across 
page requests.

10 years	 HTTP Cookie

test_cookie Google Used to check if the user's 
browser supports cookies.

1 day HTTP Cookie

wordpress_test_cookie gmimarkets.co.uk Used to check if the user's 
browser supports cookies.	

Session HTTP Cookie

Preferences (1)

Preference cookies enable a website to remember information that changes the way the 
website behaves or looks, like your preferred language or the region that you are in.

Name Provider Purpose Expiry Type

messagesUtk Hubspot Stores a unique ID string for each 
chat-box session. This allows the 
website-support to see previous 
issues and reconnect with the 
previous supporter.	

180 days HTTP Cookie

Statistics (11)

Statistic cookies help website owners to understand how visitors interact with websites by 
collecting and reporting information anonymously.

Name Provider Purpose Expiry Type

__cf_bm

__hssrc

Hubspot

Hubspot

Identifies if the cookie data needs 


to be updated in the visitor's browser.

Identifies if the cookie data needs 


to be updated in the visitor's browser.

180 days HTTP Cookie

https://legal.hubspot.com/privacy-policy
https://www.cookiebot.com/goto/privacy-policy/
https://yandex.com/legal/privacy/
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://legal.hubspot.com/privacy-policy
https://legal.hubspot.com/privacy-policy
https://legal.hubspot.com/privacy-policy


__hstc Hubspot Sets a unique ID for the session. This allows the 
website to obtain data on visitor behaviour for 
statistical purposes.

180 days HTTP Cookie

__vw_tab_guid Yandex Registers data on visitors' website-behaviour. 
This is used for internal analysis and website 
optimization.

Session HTML Local 

Storage

_ga Google Registers a unique ID that is used to generate 
statistical data on how the visitor uses the 
website.

2 years HTTP Cookie

_gat Google Used by Google Analytics to throttle request rate 1 day HTTP Cookie

_gid Google Registers a unique ID that is used to generate 
statistical data on how the visitor uses the 
website.

1 day HTTP Cookie

_ym_retryReqs Yandex Registers statistical data on users' behaviour on 
the website. Used for internal analytics by the 
website operator.

Persistent HTML Local 

Storage

hubspotutk Hubspot Sets a unique ID for the session. This allows the 
website to obtain data on visitor behaviour for 
statistical purposes.

180 days HTTP Cookie

yandexuid Yandex Registers data on visitors' website-behaviour. 
This is used for internal analysis and website 
optimization.

1 year	 HTTP Cookie

ymex	 Yandex Registers data on visitors' website-behaviour. 
This is used for internal analysis and website 
optimization.

1 year	 HTTP Cookie

Marketing (16)

Marketing cookies are used to track visitors across websites. The intention is to display ads 
that are relevant and engaging for the individual user and thereby more valuable for publishers 
and third party advertisers.

Name Provider Purpose Expiry Type

__ptq.gif Hubspot Identifies if the cookie data needs to be 
updated in the visitor's browser.

Session Pixel Tracker

_gcl_au Google Used by Google AdSense for experimenting 
with advertisement efficiency across websites 
using their services.

3 months HTTP Cookie

ym#_lastHit Yandex	 Pending Persistent HTML Local 

Storage

_ym#_lsid Yandex	 Pending Persistent HTML Local 

Storage

https://legal.hubspot.com/privacy-policy
https://yandex.com/legal/privacy/
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://yandex.com/legal/privacy/
https://legal.hubspot.com/privacy-policy
https://yandex.com/legal/privacy/
https://yandex.com/legal/privacy/
https://legal.hubspot.com/privacy-policy
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://yandex.com/legal/privacy/
https://yandex.com/legal/privacy/


_ym_d Yandex	 Contains the date of the visitor's first visit to 
the website.

1 year HTTP Cookie

_ym_isad Yandex	 This cookie is used to determine if the visitor 
has any adblocker software in their browser – 
this information can be used to make website 
content inaccessible to visitors if the website is 
financed with third-party advertisement.

1 day HTTP Cookie

_ym_uid Yandex	 Collects data on the user’s navigation and 
behavior on the website. This is used to 
compile statistical reports and heatmaps for 
the website owner.

1 year HTML Local 

Storage

_ym_visorc Yandex	 Saves information of actions that have been 
carried out by the user during the current visit 
to the website, including searches with 
keywords included.

1 day HTTP Cookie

_ym_wv2rf:#:0 Yandex	 Pending Persistent	 HTML Local 

Storage

metrika_enabled	 Yandex	 Used to track visitors on multiple websites, in 
order to present relevant advertisement based 
on the visitor's preferences.	

Session	 HTTP Cookie

pagead/landing 
[x2]	

Google Collects data on visitor behaviour from multiple 
websites, in order to present more relevant 
advertisement - This also allows the website to 
limit the number of times that they are shown 
the same advertisement.

Session	 Pixel Tracker

watch/#	 Yandex Pending Session	 Pixel Tracker

webvisor/# Yandex Pending Session	 Pixel Tracker

yabs-sid	 Yandex Registers data on visitors' website-behaviour. 
This is used for internal analysis and website 
optimization.	

Session	 HTTP Cookie

yuidss Yandex Collects information on user behaviour on 
multiple websites. This information is used in 
order to optimize the relevance of 
advertisement on the website.	

1 year	 HTTP Cookie

Unclassified (1)

Unclassified cookies are cookies that we are in the process of classifying, together with the 
providers of individual cookies.

Name Provider Purpose Expiry Type

_ym86812304:
0_reqNum	

Yandex	 Pending Persistent	 HTML Local 

Storage

https://yandex.com/legal/privacy/
https://yandex.com/legal/privacy/
https://yandex.com/legal/privacy/
https://yandex.com/legal/privacy/
https://yandex.com/legal/privacy/
https://yandex.com/legal/privacy/
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://yandex.com/legal/privacy/
https://yandex.com/legal/privacy/
https://yandex.com/legal/privacy/
https://yandex.com/legal/privacy/
https://yandex.com/legal/privacy/

